CONVERT BROWSERS TO BUYERS
Every shopper has a telling story and is revealing
this with their Digital Body Language.
Fanplayr’s eCommerce predictive marketing solution gives
retailers a segmentation engine that targets shoppers in
real-time with engaging oﬀers and messages to yield higher
Conversion Rates and AOV.
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35.6%

Loyalty Targeting
New Customer Acquisition
Product Speciﬁc Targeting
Upsell Targeting
Reduce Cart Abandonment
Email Capture

INCREASED NET
REVENUE

28.4%

Our technology runs on a proprietary, cloud-based,
industry-leading platform with easy-to-use tools and simple
JavaScript integration
Transparent performance based pricing and reporting

29.3%

INCREASED AOV

Expert Service with dedicated account managers who have
analyzed over 300 million visitor shopping experiences across
13 countries and design campaigns that run at their
maximum potential

Fanplayr Inc., 830 Menlo Avenue, Suite 201, Menlo Park, CA 94025

INCREASED
CONVERSION RATE

* Within targeted
segments

+1 855 326 7529 sales@fanplayr.com

CONVERT BROWSERS TO BUYERS

“

The Fanplayr platform with its analytic insight
and targeting capabilities has helped our team
develop engaging campaigns that have
demonstrated a meaningful lift to our conversion
rate and a profound bottom-line impact.
Chris Seahorn | Sr. Director of Marketing, eBags.Com

Analyze

Segment

Target

”

Optimize

Fanplayr brings retailers the power to precisely target shoppers in real time, driving incremental
revenue and proﬁts by ensuring the most timely, relevant user experience for each of your
shoppers. Personalized content, banners, messaging or oﬀers are built and edited in Fanplayr's
Creative Builder, satisfying your meticulous design standards.
How do we do it? First, by uniquely identifying each site visitor, Fanplayr combines shopping and
purchase history with onsite behavioral attributes in the most robust rules engine in the
business. Vary your content to each segment and measure the results with Fanplayr's powerful
analytics tools, AB Testing and Oﬀer Testing.
Top and Bottom Line will shine with Fanplayr's approach to personalized content.
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